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This will be the topic of the next post. Each element performsits task in negotiated isolation. Of course, it
depends a bit on how theory is understood. Sections undergo an Alzheimer's-like deterioration as others are
upgraded. Somewhere,workerssink on their knees to repairfaded sections,as ifin a prayer,or half-disappearin
ceilingvoidsto negotiateelusivemalfunctions,as ifin confession. Its financingis a deliberatehaze, clouding
opaque deals, dubious tax breaks,unusual incentives,exemptions,tenuous legalities,transferred air rights, joined
properties,special zoning districts,public-privatecomplicities. Outside, in the real world,the "art plan- ner"
spreads Junkspace's fundamental incoherence by assigning defunct Junkspace mythologiesto
residualsurfacesand plottingthree-dimensionalworksin leftover emptiness. The absolutehorizontalhas been
abandoned. Junkspaceseemsan aberration,but itis the essence,the main thing I wish I was as entertaining as
Rem. In this war,graphic designersare the greatturncoats:Where once signagepromisedto deliveryou to where
you wanted to be, it now obfuscates and entangles you in a thicketof cuteness thatforcesyou past
unwanteddetours,turnsyou back when you're lost. A single shopping centeris now the workof generationsof
space planners,repair- men, and fixers,like in the Middle Ages; air-conditioningsustainsour cathedrals. It does
not signify beauty, but guilt. It is flamboyant yet unmemorable, like a screen saver; Seemingly at the opposite
end of Junkspace, the golf course is, in fact, its conceptual double: empty, serene, free of commercial debris.
Scouting for authenticity, his or her touch seals the fate of what was real, taps it for incorporation in
Junkspace. Valleycultureswere thought to be the most resistanttoJunkspace:at GVZ you can stillsee a universe
of rules, order, hierarchy,neatness, coordination, poised moments before its implosion,but at ZHR huge
"timepieces"hoverin frontof interiorwaterfalls as an in is essay Regionaljunk. But model itself is a proliferating
concept. Regurgitationis the new creativity;instead of creation,we honor, cherish,and embrace manipulation.
Anythingstretched-limousines,body parts, planes-turns into Junkspace,its original concept abused. Neon
signifiesboth the old and the new; interiorsreferto the Stone and Space Age at the same time. Junkspace is best
enjoyed in a state of post-revolutionary gawking. Impure, tortured,and complex, they exist only because they
were never consciously plotted. Masterpieceis no longeran inexplicablefluke,a roll of the dice, but a consistent
typology:its mission to intimidate,most of its exterior surfacesbent,huge percentagesof itssquare
footagedysfunctional, itscentrifugal components barely held together by the pull of the atrium, dreading the
imminentarrivalof forensicaccounting Laughable emptinessinfusesthe respectfuldistance or tentativeembrace
thatstarchitectsmaintainin the presence of the past,authenticor not. Actually, there is none, even not in his own
writings. Themes cast a pall of arresteddevelopment over interiorsas big as the Pantheon, spawningstillbirthsin
everycorner. The subject is strippedof privacyin returnfor access to a creditnirvana. Justas Junkspaceis
unstable, its actual ownershipis foreverbeing passed on in parallel disloyalty. DFW is composed of three
elements only,repeated ad infini- tum, nothing else: one kind of beam, one kind of brick, one kind of tile, all
coated in the same color-is it teal? The rest of his articles is providing examples over examples, consequences,
historical traces that could be read as precursors. We do not leave pyramids. So far, I did not see any theory in
architecture. But form- lessness is still form,the formlessalso a typology.

